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Control and Enunciate: A Lieutenants Journey on Colorado Street
- Exploring the Overall Working of Strings and Figone Foster in

Lauderdale
Colvin Dougray

Abstract—The present paper is an account of a lieutenant’s journey on
Colorado Street, exploring the overall working of two central figures: Strings
and Figone Foster in Lauderdale. Through a blend of personal experience
and theoretical analysis, this paper delves into the nuances of control and
enunciation in a street-based gang culture. The author reflects on the ways
in which Strings and Figone Foster exerted control over their crew, through
language, body language and other forms of nonverbal communication.
Additionally, the paper explores the role of enunciation and performance
in this context, examining how the gang’s members use language and other
forms of communication to assert their dominance and maintain their social
position. Ultimately, this paper provides an in-depth analysis of gang culture
in Lauderdale and highlights the importance of understanding the complex
interplay between language, power, and control in such contexts.

Keywords- employed, doxiadis, daughter, scholars, windows, quickly, expected,
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